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About This Content

Illusion VR & PC

Trapped inside your own mind, inside your own dream!
Test subjects of a secret organization that is feeding you hallucinogenic drugs, you are lost between reality and dream.

Your guard is gone for 2 hours and you have to find the antidote and return to reality so you can escape! Nothing makes sense
though...

Just when you thought you found the solution, a door transports you to another universe, you will have to fight against your own
logic, because the dream can become a nightmare!
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Title: Tales of Escape - Illusion (VR)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i5 / AMD FX series or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 210 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: For Non-VR players

English,Greek,Polish,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese
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https://youtu.be/atsxTcEmJcE

A load of mechanics and systems are put into this co-op brick breaker but at the cost of the diluting the basic gameplay which
results in a sub-optimal end product.. A nice, humorous, light-hearted and kind of challenging point-and-click-adventure well
worth your time. It's cartoonish but not childish, and funny in a less absurd Monkey Island-way (the pirate theme helps, too)..
This game is worth the $17 I payed for it. The controls are intuitive and simple, and the soundtrack is very well suited to the
atmosphere. It's enjoyably challenging.. This game has cool style. BUT!!! I really can't understand why weapons change, how
they change, what happens???
. This game hurt my soul.............i like it.. Never have I been more stressed in my entire life doing these
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing puzzles \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game what a waste of potential. It is a genuine looped
art demonstration that fits perfectly into a VR space (with added binaural audio).

The screens use heavily compressed video, though, and it shows in the darker scenes and the ones with lots of slower movement.

When I purchased it, it was $0.99 which I feel is perectly priced for what it is. This is a good demonstration of what VR can do
outside of games.. If you love snowboarding and gaming... you'll definitely want to check this out.
I use an xbox 360 controller and has always worked from the get-go.

Anyone who says the controls are too hard to learn is hilarious!
"Wait, you didn't understand it the first time you tried.... so you gave up?"
Sounds like people who try snowboarding in real life... as if anyone learned to be good at something in 15 minutes.

1-man developer who actively responds in discord chat.
Definitely deserves your money and support!

P.S.

There is a regular version and an experimental version!
Experimental has more bugs but feels much more natural!. This game is quite tough to play but rewarding so it is great fun.

The graphics are nicely done playing to what works well in VR.
I had tried the Golf Club VR a while back but that was a blurry mess on my system and the UI and gameplay was a little dry.
Everyday Golf however gets the UI right and feels more like a game with its nice progession system where you earn credits for
how well you do on a hole to unlock goodies and more courses.

I am not great at golf and this game is quite a simulator so I have many shots slicing and flying off in really bad directions.
What is great is when you nail the swing, and you know it, and the ball goes pretty much where you were hoping for, thats what
makes a great golf game for me. I've played a fair bit of mouse golf in the past and even tried Kinect but VR is just fantastic.

If you get easily frustrated then you might want to give it (any golf game) a miss, but if you are like me and see a target with a
recommended shot count as a challenge that can not be ignored and are willing to retry over and over, spending a whole session
on just that one hole until you get that blimming par then you have found your game.

Sometimes the swing will glitch and just miss (without a stroke penalty) but if you take a breath and reset yourself its usually
fine.
When you first start playing putting can sometimes feel hit and miss, but the game has a star system for the fairway and green as
a guide before each hole, with the right amont of luck and skill it is possible to get in the cup.

Left handed Rift user with a AMD 8350 and GTX970 running on high quality in game.
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Best Game I ever played 8/8 m8.. good it helps you if you are using a special type of zoo like forest or savvanah. Its a $0.50
DLC accidentally marked as $5.00.. I purchased Aerofly 2 Switzerland but cannot install it. Also purchased Southwestern US;
cannot install that either. I"ve followed all the troubleshooting guides, to my knowledge. No luck.

Cannot find help on the forum.

What now?. A non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeuPrkoyk-g

A superb and original twin-stick shooter with incredible soundtrack and visuals. Zenzizenzic is a fast-paced, adrenaline-infused
twin stick bullet hell shoot 'em up and open world roguelike. Featuring a beautifully abstract art style and a thumping, full
throttle soundtrack, it's sure to get your thumbs sweating and your blood pumping! - Highly Recommended!. Purchased for
youtube integration, now the feature has been removed.
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